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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF SHANE CHARLES 

WATSON 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is Shane Charles Watson. 

2 I am the Network Asset Manager for Orion New Zealand Limited 

(Orion).  

3 My experience includes over 30 years’ engineering and asset 

management experience in New Zealand electricity transmission and 

distribution sectors, and over 15 years’ experience with Orion in 

managing its electrical assets.  

4 In my team as Network Asset Manager, I lead a team providing a 

wide range of services overseeing the management, installation, 

maintenance and replacement of the Orion electricity distribution 

network.  

5 I confirm that I have read the “Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses’ contained in the Environment Court Consolidated practice 

Note 2014. I agree to comply with this code of conduct. In 

particular, unless I state otherwise, this evidence is within my 

sphere of expertise and I have not omitted to consider material 

facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions I 

express. 

PREVIOUS EVIDENCE 

6 I have provided evidence at the stage 1 Chapter 14: Residential and 

Chapter 15 and 16: Industrial and Commercial hearings.   

7 In that evidence I outlined why I consider that Orion’s 66kV, 33kV 

and 11kV Heathcote to Lyttelton lines constitute strategic 

infrastructure, and why the Proposed Christhcurch Replacement 

District Plan (pCRDP) should afford protection to Orion’s identified 

electricity distribution network.    

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE  

8 My evidence will address the reasons why Orion seeks corridor 

protection for its strategic electricity distribution lines in regards to 

the control of earthworks. 

9 My evidence from previous hearings applies for the most part to the 

relief that Orion is seeking in this chapter.  For the benefit of new 

Panel members, I have produced my stage 1 residential chapter 

evidence with ‘red lines’ where amendment is necessary to update 

the evidence to take into account subsequent developments in 
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Orion’s position in terms of the corridor widths sought, and to 

provide information relevant to the particular context of the 

Subdivision, Development and Earthworks chapter.   

10 I have attached this ‘updated’ brief of evidence as Attachment A, 

and I adopt that evidence for the purposes of this hearing.  

 

Dated: 23 October 2015 

 

 
 

 

Shane Charles Watson 
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ATTACHMENT A – REDLINE UPDATE TO RESIDENTIAL STAGE 

1 CHAPTER EVIDENCE  


